GrandQuilter
Experience a new dimension
of quilting!

GrandQuilter
Experience a new dimension
of quilting!
Take a close look at the GrandQuilter from Pfaff.
At first, you’ll see an extraordinary quilting machine with
lots of great features.
Look closer and you'll see much more: no other quilting
machine on the market sews faster or has a larger sewing
area for your projects! These are the kind of features that
make all the difference when you are quilting.
Let your imagination go with the

GrandQuilter!

Developed especially
for quilters’ needs.

GrandQuilter
No other machine offers more work area!
One of the most important features on a quilting machine
is a large work area. The GrandQuilter was designed
with specific quilting needs in mind.

Large working area
Absolutely essential for stitching large quilts or
working with thick fabric or heavy materials.

Large, removable extension table
The generous work surface is perfect for sewing
and handling large fabrics and it’s ideal for
working area
225 x 150 mm
(9“ x 6“)

free-motion quilting.

extension table
600 x 400 mm
(24“ x 16“)

No other machine sews faster!
The GrandQuilter sews at an amazing 1,600 stitches per minute –
a speed that can't be beaten by any other machine on the market.
It's so easy to stitch large quilts and other long pieces of fabric,
like draperies and home dec projects.

Easily selected sewing speed!
Fast or slow – you pick the speed
with the speed control slider.

Sew quietly and smoothly.
Even at the highest speed, the
GrandQuilter guarantees quiet,
smooth sewing, without vibrations!

Perfect seams every time!
No matter what you're sewing, every seam needs
to be perfect. Get professional quilting results with every stitch
on the GrandQuilter.

Perfectly adjusted stitches
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The automatic stitch control guarantees perfectly
adjusted stitches no matter how thick the fabric.

Perfect presser foot pressure!
Easy adjustment assures the correct foot pressure
for every fabric.
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Perfect thread tension!
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Stitches will be even and exact on every fabric,
thanks to the pre-tension adjustment.

Needle stays in the fabric!
With just the touch of a button, leave the
needle in the fabric for pivoting and material
handling.
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Special sewing features
The GrandQuilter has more special features
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to make your quilting a real pleasure.

Use the knee lift while your hands
guide your project!
You can raise and lower the presser foot with the knee
lift, while your hands stay free to guide your project.

Easy bobbin winding with a separate motor!
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A separate motor lets you wind the bobbin while
continuing to sew. Winding stops automatically when
the bobbin is full.

Easy thread cutting!
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Both the upper and bobbin threads are cut with the
touch of a button.

Easy needle threading!
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No more searching for the needle's eye. Let the
needle threader do the work and start sewing!

Easy reverse!
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The large reverse lever can be activated with
your elbow, leaving your hands free to guide
the fabric!

Why should you choose the

GrandQuilter
from Pfaff as your new quilting machine?
There are so many reasons! Here are just a few:
• Ample room between the needle and the machine body for even the largest quilt;
• The ability to easily move the fabric and cover large areas with wonderful quilt designs;
• Perfect seams because stitches are adjusted according to the fabric;
• Convenient features that leave your hands free for guiding the fabric.
And of course you can always choose a GrandQuilter because you know that Pfaff
understands what it means to have a passion for quilting.
Discover the true meaning of quilting pleasure.
The

GrandQuilter is waiting for you at your Pfaff dealer.

GrandQuilter
All features at a glance!
High sewing speed!

Easy thread cutting!

Sews at 1,600 stitches per minute – no other quilting machine is faster!
Wonderful for stitching large quilts and regular long seams.

Both the upper and bobbin threads are cut with the touch of a button.

Sew quietly and smoothly.
Large working area!
225 x 150 mm (9“ x 6“)!
No other quilting machine has a larger working area to the
right of the needle. Absolutely essential for stitching large
quilts or working with thick fabric or heavy materials.

Even at the highest speed, the GrandQuilter guarantees quiet,
smooth sewing without vibrations!

Easy bobbin winding with a separate motor!
A separate motor allows you to wind the bobbin while continuing to sew.

Large, removable extension table,
600 x 400 mm (24“ x 16“)
The generous work surface is perfect for sewing and handling
large fabrics and ideal for free-motion quilting.

Easily selected sewing speed!
Fast or slow – you pick the right speed with the speed control slider.

Easy reverse!
Designed for quilters
The GrandQuilter was specifically designed to meet the
special needs of quilters.

The large reverse lever can be activated with your elbow, leaving your
hands free to guide the fabric!

Easy needle threading!
Perfectly adjusted stitches
The automatic stitch control guarantees perfect stitches on every
fabric thickness.

No more searching for the needle's eye. Let the needle threader do the
work and start sewing!

Perfect presser foot pressure!
Perfect thread tension!
No matter what type of thread or fabric you are using, the pre-tension
adjustment ensures perfect stitches every time.

Easy adjustment guarantees the correct presser foot pressure for every
fabric.

Variable stitch length!
Keep your hands on your project – thanks to the knee lift!

Stitch length can be set for a maximum of 6 mm.

Raise and lower the presser foot with the knee lift while working with
large pieces of fabric that require handling.

Needle stays in the fabric!
With just the touch of a button, you can leave the needle in the fabric –
perfect for pivoting and handling your quilt.
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